[The influence of mechanical-cleaning membrane module on membrane flux].
An enhanced mechanical-cleaning membrane module M1 and a mechanical-cleaning membrane module M2 were designed in this research. An orthogonal array design was adopted to investigate effects of operational parameters including aeration intensity, membrane flux, MLSS, ratio of suction time and non-suction time on membrane filtration of two membrane module of M1 and M2. The results showed that M1 could weaken the negative influence of disadvantage parameters including high MLSS, high membrane flux, and low aeration intensity on membrane flux. M1 and M2 module both maintained a high flux of 40 L/(h x m2) under the conditions of MLSS 6 g/L, aeration 0.5 m3/h, ratio of suction time and non-suction time of 12/1, which was selected by the study of orthogonal array. Resistance distribution showed that the mechanism of mechanical-cleaning help to remove the sludge cake pollution on membrane surface.